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ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 wordS)
A single quantum well doped by a negative delta-function potential (-potential) in the barrier regions is analyzed in terms of the optical transitions inbetween subbands.
The first two states of the quantum well do not change at all as a function of the strength of the .-potential up to a certain value, whereas the third one gets lowered almost exponentially. An important point is that the 8-potential brings a state from the continuum to the bound region.
There is a range of the strength of the S-potential during which the transition energy from the first to second state decreases rapidly, and at a certain strength the first and second states disappear, and the third and fourth, which have been brought from the continuum, take their places. The oscillator strengths of the allowed transitions have a kind of oscillatory behavior in that range.
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A single quantum well doped by a negative delta-function potential (6-potential) in the barrier regions is analyzed in terms of the optical transitions in between subbands. The first two states of the quantum well do not change at all as a function of the strength of the 6-potenial up to a certain value, whereas the third one gets lowered almost exponentially.
An important point is that the 6-potential brings a state from the continuum to the bound region. There is a range of the strength of the 6-potential during which the transition energy from the first to second state decreases rapidly, and at a certain strength the first and second states disappear, and the third and fourth, which have been brought from the continuum, take their places. The oscillator strengths of the allowed transitions have a kind of oscillatory behavior in that range. This extra barrier in the middle of the well alters the ground-state energy, with the energy of the first-excited state remaining essentially the same because of the nature of the wavefunction of this state which vanishes in the middle of the well for a symmetric quantum well. Since the wavefunction of the ground state is altered significantly, the oscillator strength decreases as the middle barrier height (Al fraction in AlyGaiyAs) increases.
Locession
A similar tailoring is also possible by doping the middle of the well by a positive delta-function potential (6-potential) 5 . The epitaxial growth of the 6-potential is done by the growth-interruption technique. 9 In the process of growing the epitaxy layer, the donor or acceptor impurities could be grown randomly. These random impurities are very often the source of the carriers in such structures. However, the growth of the 6-potential could be achieved by depositing appropriate impurity atoms while suspending the deposition of epitaxy layers. By this technique a finite-width V or A-shaped 6-potentials of given strength can be formed. A finite-width 6-potential means that Va is finite, with V and a individually also finite, where V and a are the depth or height and width (i.e. full width at half maximum) of the 6-potential, respectively.
In the present Letter, we propose a different kind of structure for tailoring of the intersubband transitions. Let us suppose a quantum well consists of GaAs of width d and height V 0 with walls extending to infinity and made of AlyGaj_yAs material, which is doped randomly to provide enough electrons as carriers in the ground state. A negative 6-potential of strength, say 6, is doped at ab from both edges of the well. In the present calculation, we take the wavefunctions and their derivatives divided by the effective mass 1°t
o be continuoues at the boundaries. Although the epitaxial growth of the the 6-potentials
gives a finite potential, we treat it as if it is infinite, meaning, AP+(ab) = %I-(ab) and
Here 6' -, where 6 is the strength of the 6-potential The eigenvalue condition for the 6-doped single quantum well described above is given
(1)
E is the energy of the electron and m*, is the effective mass of the electrons in the GaAs layers. 1 1 Equation (1) 
where b = 3(d/2 + a6), which is infinity in the practical sense since the wavefunctions are essentially zero beyond -b and b. The dipole matrix elements for the transition from the state i to the state j is expressed as
Here 'I(x) is the complex conjugate of the wavefunction for the state j. We should point out that the complex conjugate of a wavefunction for the cases studied here is immaterial since these states are stationary. However, it may result in complex dipole moments for the transitions between stationary and virtual states. The oscillator strength describing the transition i 4-* j is defined as noting at this point is that the third state is mostly localized in fhe barrier regions, i.e., it is bound to the 6-potentials. The ratio of the probabilities 12 in the barrier regions for the second and first states is enhanced greatly for the doped structures, which favors of an effect called light-induced drift predicted earlier. 6 As mentioned earlier, there are only three bound states for the undoped structures, but beyond a certain strength of the 6-potential, a fourth bound state appears. In view of the origin of the fourth state, we have plotted the transmission coefficients for the doped structures for the energies above the surface of the well for different values of 6 in Fig. 2 
(a).
A virtual state for the undoped structure exists at about 350 meV, whereas the 6-potential creates a virtual state at about 200 meV and moves its energy down as the strength of the negative 6-potential increases. This virtual state becomes stationary beyond a -0.9 eVA value of the strength of the 6-potential. All the energies are measured from the bottom of the quantum well.
The frequencies of the allowed transitions wij described in Eq. (5) and calculated with the help of the Eq. (1) are plotted in Fig. 2(b) . w 1 2 does not change up to about -3.5
eVA, and then it drops gradually to zero which means that after a -3.5 eVA strength these 6 two states get closer and closer and finally vanish forever. W1 4 decreases monotonically from -0.9 eVA up to -3.5 eVA. For a range of strength of the 6-potential, W 14 does not change much. The range of strength for which this plateau is formed is important since most of the observable changes occur in this range, and from now on we will refer this as a "plateau range". When the first two states vanish gradually, the upper two states take their place. This interchange of these states is not identical because the b-potential creates a phase difference of ir over the plateau range. Changes brought in to other two frequencies W2 3 and w 34 by the 6-potential are also shown in Fig. 2(b) , which may be important in emission studies or optically populated absorption. 
